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Outline

❑ Announcement for poster presentation and final report
❑ Research topics in Minnesota NLP group
❑ Concluding remarks
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Poster presentation (5 points)

❑ Upload your poster on Canvas before your presentation
o https://canvas.umn.edu/courses/413172/assignments/3605228 

❑ Print your “32x40” poster and present it at your assigned poster session
❑ Printing instructions are provided at this link ; you can request it using the form (details 

on how to fill out initial fields on next slide). Keep in mind, they guarantee posters 
submitted 2 business days in advance, but do not work on the weekends. 

❑ Reviewers: instructors + students during poster sessions
❑ Expected content in presentation:

https://canvas.umn.edu/courses/413172/assignments/3605228
https://cse.umn.edu/cseit/services/poster-printing
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Poster presentation (5 points)

❑ Location: Shepherd 164 (aka Drone Lab)
❑ Time: April 23 (Group B), April 25 (Group A)

https://campusmaps.umn.edu/shepherd-laboratories
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Poster sessions, 5541 S23
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Poster sessions, 5541 S23
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Poster sessions, 5541 F23
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Poster sessions, 5541 F23
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Final report (10 points, May 3)

❑ Upload your PDF report and code on 
Canvas
o Maximum 8 pages with unlimited reference and 

appendix
o Zipped code or link to your github

❑ Rubric for the final evaluation
o 100 points will be normalized to 10 points in 

grading
o Novelty / Significance / Clarity
o Relative evaluation 
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Outline

❑ Announcement for poster presentation and final report
❑ Research topics in Minnesota NLP group
❑ Concluding remarks (with pretty much of DK’s personal views)
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Concluding remarks

❑ I hope you learned how to make machines to encode (understand) and decode 
(generate) language as tokens in class. 
o In encoding, flexible architectures (e.g., self-attention) that do not drive any inductive biases win. 
o In decoding, current token search prevents the model from deductive reasoning and planning

❑ NLP has evolved so rapidly and dramatically thanks to collaboration between industry 
and academia, accelerated by hardware support (e.g., GPUs, Cloud computing), as well 
as open-source communities (e.g., HuggingFace).

❑ LLMs follow instructions on multiple tasks and break the boundary between tasks and 
languages by learning from unlabeled data (pretraining via self-supervision objectives) 
and labeled instruction data. 

❑ LLM is now capable of using different tools and reasoning with better prompts, as well 
as self-verifying its own outputs.
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Concluding remarks

❑ In general, scaling law seems to be working so far, but perhaps we’re hitting a wall? 
❑ There are still more rooms for other modalities and use cases though (e.g., OpenAI’s 

Sora, coding)
❑ LLMs are fundamentally limited due to their training objective:

o Next token predictions can't learn reasoning, planning, or other cognitive capabilities
o More cognitive alignment methods beyond RL need to be developed 

❑ NLP community needs more societal and sociotechnical evaluation
o Not computational metrics, but metrics to measure societal values taking ethics, safety, ecosystem, 

and dominance into account
❑ Big Techs are starving from high-quality human data

o Synthetic data is helpful but contains artifacts and biases
o Lawsuits and copyright issues of AI-generated data
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Concluding remarks

❑ Within the next few years, AI will be everywhere
❑ In the near future, 90% of online content will be generated by AI or produced in 

assistance with AI -> What issues?
o Instructors using AI assistants develop education curriculums
o Researchers write their manuscripts using chatGPT
o Annotators annotate data for AI training using another AI like chatGPT

❑ Most intelligent services in different domains will have at least GPT4-level NLU/NLG 
abilities

❑ Various agents will effectively cooperate and solve the complex daily tasks for you
❑ Unemployment occurs in routine tasks, but AI will help create new types of jobs and 

most jobs will be assisted by AI
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Concluding remarks

Now, you can finetune your own NLP systems and generate text from LLMs. What’s next? 
❑ After a couple of years, half of the knowledge you learned in this class will be outdated.

o Learn yourself and build your own models. Tons of open-sourced tools and LLM services!
❑ NLP systems (or LLMs) will be used as a tool like Windows, Excel, or Calculator in 

various domains including industries and multidisciplinary academic research.
❑ With great power comes great responsibility

o Don’t forget sociotechnical and ethical perspectives of AI systems

❑ Don’t obsess over achieving AGI or improving X.X% on certain benchmarks. 
❑ Be doubtful and critical. There is no ever-lasting technology. 
❑ PLEASE solve important problems using LLMs or other AI tools, 

o Income/education inequality, climate change, 
o Social disparities, diversity and inclusion, Safety/fairness/risks in AI, 
o ..
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Final report (15 points, Dec 8)

❑ Upload your PDF report and code on Canvas
o Maximum 8 pages with unlimited reference and appendix
o Zipped code or link to your github

❑ Find the detailed rubric for the final evaluation
o https://dykang.github.io/classes/csci5541/F23/rubrick.html 

❑ Expected content in final report:
o Recap: Motivation, problem definition, novel contribution, experimental results and findings
o Error analysis
o Discussions on limitations, ethical issues, and future directions

https://dykang.github.io/classes/csci5541/F23/rubrick.html

